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Trip Planning from within  

• Why? Why not? – The Pros and Cons of going in house 

• Part 135 vs. Part 91 – Where do you fall? 

• The essentials – What you need to be successful 

• Getting it done – Pre planning, During the trip, post trip follow up 

From impossible to procedure, An introduction 
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Why? Why not? The Pros and Cons 

• Generally cheaper 

• Personal service 

• Quicker response 

• More involvement  

• Greater responsibility 

• Job security 

• Operational control 
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Why? – The Pros 



Why? – The Pros 

• Eliminating some costs going direct to the source 

• Setting up direct billing or credit 

• Changes don’t cost as much 

• Deals can be worked out for repeated or exclusive use   
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Generally Cheaper  



Why? – The Pros 

• Eliminating the middle man 

• Contact is to a select few individuals 

• Closer relationship with your crews, owners and some customers 

• Able to react and better to questions or issues from the crew or 

passengers 

• Resolution is accelerated 

• Trips are researched, worked and sent out to the crews in a 

timely manner 
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Personal service and quicker response 



Why? – The Pros 

• Trips aren’t handed off or farmed out 

• You’re a part of all aspects of a given trip 

• Attention to details, questions are answered promptly 

• Able to “head off” many potential problems ahead of time 

• Gain a greater knowledge and understanding of each trip and it’s 

components 

• Take an increased role in the decision making process 

• Secure your value to the company 
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More Involvement, Greater responsibility and Job security 



Why? – The Pros 

• Protecting your crew, the assets and more importantly, your 

company 

• Ensuring the regulatory requirements are adhered to both foreign 

and domestic 

• Last line of defense 
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Operational control 



Why? Why not? – The Pros and Cons 

• Workload 

• Hours on duty 

• Reduced personal time 

• Holiday coverage, vacation coverage and getting sick 

• Limited capabilities 

• Payment issues 
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Why not? – The Cons 



Why Not? – The Cons  

• Depending on your fleet, number of members of your team, you 

can get overwhelmed.  

• Working multiple trips can be a challenge particularly if they are 

large and very involved trips.  

• Pre approval of trips can be arduous  

• Difficult to prioritize, everyone is important 
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Workload 



Why Not? – The Cons 

• Your crews are limited but you aren’t.  

• There can be days when you spend long hours at the office 

completing a trip.  

• You can be getting ready to leave and new trip comes in that 

demands immediate attention. 

• Time will be spent at home or elsewhere working 
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Hours on duty 



Why Not? – The Cons   

• Along the same lines of work all those extra hours, you will 

sacrifice personal time with your loved ones to get the job done.  

• To be successful your department must be on duty 24 hours a 

day, 7 days a week all year round.  

• The holidays can be your busiest time of the year and you’ve got 

to be ready for that.  

• Even working from home there is a separation that must happen 

in order to focus on what you are doing and stay professional.  

• For a small flight department who covers when you are on PTO? 

How are you able to balance family and work life? 
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Reduced personal time 



Why Not? – The Cons 

• Holiday coverage – For a department that has more than one member we 
split the holidays up between the three of us. We split the days into 4 or 5 
hour shifts with the late person taking the phones in the afternoon until the 
next morning.  

• Vacation coverage – We run three basic shifts and as a result when one 
member goes on vacation we simply adjust our normal duty day shifts to 
cover. For the on call situations the individual who is going on vacation is 
responsible for ensuring that their days are covered by someone else. 
Normally swapping days with another works out well.  

• Sickness – In a situation where a member is sick we simply cover their shift 
and on call responsibilities until they are healthy enough to return. In a 
situation where a family member may be sick, because of our setup, we can 
work from home while taking care of a sick family member.  
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Holiday, vacation coverage and getting sick 



Why Not? – The Cons 

• Service companies have developed relationships over many 

years through repeated exposure to diverse locations. As a result 

they can offer discounts on things like hotels or be able to get 

fees waived based on the local contacts that they have.  

• Starting out can be daunting 
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Limited capabilities 



Why Not? – The Cons 

• Service companies generally have credit established throughout 

the world. They can quickly get services confirmed and payment 

issues taken care of.  

• Conversely, you can run into issues with a handler or CAA when 

making arrangements. Some will set up a line of credit with you, 

some will accept a credit card or wire transfer and others will 

require cash upon arrival.  
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Payment issues 



Part 135 vs Part 91 – Where do you Fall?  

• Less permit worries 

• Generally no cabotage issues 

• Less regulatory restrictions 

• Owner preferences are easily  dealt with (most of the time) 

• Habits and routines are known 

• Need for a strong support network 
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Part 91 / Owner trips 



Part 91 / Owner trips 

• Most countries do not require permits for owner trips. As a result 

it is generally easier to travel into and out of a country 

• For most countries there are no cabotage restrictions if you own 

the aircraft. Thusly you can fly within any country as you wish. 

There are exceptions to every rule however for the most part this 

is the case.  

• Less restrictions can make your owners very happy 
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Permits / Cabotage  



Part 91 / Owner trips 

• Duty day and flight time restrictions are generally not an issue 

from a regulatory standpoint.  

• Most owners who are aware of 135 regulations will use common 

sense and follow those rules.  

• There are, once again, exceptions to the rule (The “One time, all 

the time” scenario) 
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Less regulatory requirements 



Part 91 / Owner trips 

• You are better able to anticipate what they want 

• . All of their quirks are known whether it’s catering, transportation 

or hotel accommodations 

• Sometimes notification can come at the last minute but you can 

often anticipate these issues 

• With charter customers, aside from long standing clients, it can 

be a challenge to get what they want for a specific trip 
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Owner preferences / habits 



Part 91 / Owner trips 

• Typically with single dispatch operations 

• Relying on your crews more 

• Particularly after hours during the trip 

• Communication so vital 
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Need for a strong support network 



Part 135 vs Part 91 – Where do you fall? 

• More permit work 

• Various cabotage issues 

• Duty day and flight time restrictions 

• Complying with various customer requests and preferences 

• Making customers understand the limitations 

• Dealing with the middle man 
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Part 135 / Charter 



Part 135 / Charter 

• Most countries require some kind of permission to operate into their 

airspace.  

• Lead times can be a challenge for getting a permit confirmed.  

• Details like passenger data, where they may be staying, who they 

are meeting can be time consuming and jeopardize the permit 

approval 

• Cabotage can change with the country in which you intend to fly. 

Conveying what you can and cannot do always posses a problem.  

• In some cases you may have difficulty getting leg segments 

approved between various countries. Issues like these can 

sabotage a trip and cause it to cancel 
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Permits / Cabotage 



Part 135 / Charter trips 

• This must be one of the primary aspects that is paid attention to 

• Do you need a double crew or crew rest in order to complete a 

day’s set of flights?  

• How will this affect the trip?  

• How will this affect the cost of the trip? 

• Are the customers willing to compromise? 
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Duty day and flight restrictions 



Part 135 / Charter trips 

• Normally an issue with new customers or one time passengers 

• As with acquiring customer data, getting their preferences, 

catering orders or allergies can be a challenge.  

• Brokered trips can be especially challenging.  

• Data bases are the key 
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Complying with various requests and preferences 



Part 135 / Charter trips 

• Passengers don’t always know or understand the regulatory 

issues 

• Airport restrictions, slots and curfews 

• Runway and weather limitations 

• Aircraft limitations 

• TFR’s, special event stipulations 
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Making customers understand the limitations 



Part 135 / Charter trips 

• Can be time consuming 

• Sometimes you’re a part of a chain of multiple contacts 

• Information can be disseminated incorrectly (Accuracy issues) 
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Dealing with the middle man 



The Essentials 

• Proper equipment 

• Scheduling program 

• Flight tracking program 

• Discount fuel accounts 

• Transportation providers 

• Passport / Visa providers 

• BOE and VWP 

• APIS and CARICOM 

• Aircraft / Passenger databases 

• Various helpful websites 
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What you need to get it done 



The Essentials 

• Not just the obvious items (computer, printer/copier) 

• Have the mobile mindset, don’t be chained to a desk or office 

• Must be able to set up anywhere at any time in order to take care 

of an issues that may arise 

• Laptop , smart phone and a wireless card 

• E-fax, scanning capability 
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Proper Equipment 



The essentials 

• Active international database 

• Extensive aircraft database 

• Crew and passenger database 

• No Fly / Selectee lists 

• Contract fuel updates 

• Printable documents library 

• Company aircraft schedule/calendar 
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Scheduling program 



The essentials 

• Many to choose from 

• Some are free and some require a subscription 

• At a minimum is should track flights in the US 

• Should be fleet specific 

• Active weather data and movement (graphical) 

• Airport status that is updated 

• TFR data 
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Flight tracking program  



The essentials 

• Sign up for multiple accounts 

• Ensure you’re getting the updated pricing and that it is integrated 

into your scheduling software 

• The crews should have all of the associated fuel cards 

• Educate your crews on the programs, fuel releases and fuel 

cards. Make sure they’re using the system correctly 
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Discount fuel programs 



The essentials 

• Have more than one, always have that back up to call 

• Ensure they’re global 

• Ensure they can arrange secure transportation 

• Should be able to provide driver information 

• Should be able to give on site, pick up and drop off notifications 

• Also its good to establish relationships with local companies, 

particularly for those base locations or frequented destinations 
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Transportation providers 



The essentials 

• Ensure they have multiple locations for processing 

• They should be able to provide both passport and visa services 

• They need to be able to expedite delivery 
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Passport / Visa providers 



The essentials 

• Border Over Flight Exemption 

– Try to be proactive in updating, if possible 

– Make sure you convey any limitations you may have with those updates 

 

• Visa Waiver Program 

– Ensure you’re a signatory carrier 

– Be aware of new updates or requirements (ESTA) 

– Ensure you’re getting the right information on your passengers 

 

• APIS and CARICOM 

– Know the difference between Part 91 and Part 135 APIS. You must 
have login’s and passwords for each 

– Make sure that CARICOM is filed for each movement between the 
signatory countries 
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BOE and VWP – APIS and CARICOM 



The essentials 

• Have two separate Aircraft databases, one in your scheduling 

program and a physical book or binder 

• Aircraft databases should include at least the following: 

– Registration / Airworthiness Certificates 

– Noise Certificate / Radio License 

– Various insurance certificates 

– Additional items should include EGPWS, TCAS II, CVR and ELT 

installation and/or upgrade 

– Aircraft specific MEL 
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Aircraft / passenger databases 



The essentials 

• Passenger databases should be primarily in your scheduling 

program 

• Can also include details in your aircraft binders 

• Passenger databases should include at least the following: 

– Basic information like D.O.B., passport, home address etc. 

– Preferences and allergies or medical issues 

– Visa information or specific things like gun permit copies 

– Assistant contact information 
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Aircraft / passenger databases 



The essentials 

• US Gov. sites like Dept of State, DHS, CBP, Treasury, NOAA 

• Foreign Gov. sites for information like CAA contact information, 

AIP and AIM (some you must subscribe to) 

• Slot program sites – eCVRS and eSTMP 

• Various Aviation websites like NBAA, IATA, ICAO, fltplan.com, 

ARINC, Acukwik (some will require subscriptions) 

• Service sites – hotels, rental cars, catering, FBO, airlines etc 

• News services like Fox, CNN, Reuters and BBC 
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Various helpful websites 



Getting it Done 

• Ask the questions / Get the whole picture 

• Resolve issues before they become problems 

• Owner or Charter? 

• Permits / slots / parking / visas / customs / hotels / cars / catering 

• Airport facilities / maintenance providers 

• What handlers to use, are they supervisors or on site? 

• Time constraints 

• Crew or aircraft issues 

• Can we do the trip? Should be take the trip or not? 
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Pre-trip planning 



Getting it done 

• If you’re a single entity, consider your schedule, plan accordingly 

• Be ready for the inevitable, changes, weather and maintenance 

• Unforeseen issues 

• Stay on top of current events 

• Watch your duty days and flight times 
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Continued / during trip support 



Getting it done 

• Following up with the crew (AAR’s) 

• Try and get customer comments, particularly those who are 

repeat passengers 

• Stay in contact with accounting to ensure the bills taken care of 

and you’re paid.  

• For future trips, be aware of the recent charges in regards to 

permits, handling, parking etc. This is always helpful for the next 

potential trip to that area 
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Post trip 



Helpful websites 

• Government sites: 

– APIS - https://eapis.cbp.dhs.gov/ 

– Caricom APIS - http://caricomeapis.org/ 

– CBP - http://cbp.gov/ 

– FAA - http://www.faa.gov/ 

– NOAA - http://www.noaa.gov/index.html 

– e-STMP - https://www.fly.faa.gov/estmp/index.html 

– US State Dept. - http://www.state.gov/ 

– UK DfT - http://dft.gov.uk/ 

– UK Border Agency - http://www.ukba.homeoffice.gov.uk/customs-

travel/customs/ 
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Some of the many we use 

https://eapis.cbp.dhs.gov/
http://caricomeapis.org/
http://cbp.gov/
http://www.faa.gov/
http://www.noaa.gov/index.html
https://www.fly.faa.gov/estmp/index.html
http://www.state.gov/
http://dft.gov.uk/
http://www.ukba.homeoffice.gov.uk/customs-travel/customs/
http://www.ukba.homeoffice.gov.uk/customs-travel/customs/
http://www.ukba.homeoffice.gov.uk/customs-travel/customs/


Helpful websites 

• Additional sites 

– Acukwik - http://www.acukwik.com/ (subscription is recommended) 

– Flt.plan - http://www.fltplan.com/ 

– G3 Visas - http://www.g3visas.com/ 

– ICAO - http://www.icao.int/Pages/default.aspx 

– LiveATC - http://www.liveatc.net/ 

– NBAA - http://nbaa.org/ 

 

• There are so many more sites out there. Do some research! And 

Good luck 
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More of the same 

http://www.acukwik.com/
http://www.fltplan.com/
http://www.g3visas.com/
http://www.icao.int/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.liveatc.net/
http://nbaa.org/



